


TUSCAN SUN guarantees superior performance combined with an elegant and comfortable atmosphere.

She offers ample deck space to enjoy the sun and scenery, a swim platform for easy access to the water and a variety of water toys, including two jet
skis. TUSCAN SUN features three separate areas for lazing in the sun and two alfresco dining options to enjoy a dinner with friends and family. One on
the aft main deck and one on the fly bridge with a dining table for up to 12 guests. 

TUSCAN SUN has a modern interior in shades of white boasting all modern conveniences and separate areas offering entertainment space or quiet
privacy. Entering the saloon through the aft sliding glass doors, a brand new rectangular table functions as a dining or a game table. Moving forward
TUSCAN SUN has a spacious lounge area with two sofas and two custom chairs. Her open, airy saloon features an entertainment system with a 60 inch
plasma TV and a custom Bose Lifestyle stereo surround sound system.

TUSCAN SUN can accommodate up to ten guests in five large well-appointed staterooms consisting of a VIP cabin on the main deck with a large
centered double bed, a small settee and a spacious ensuite bathroom. The full-beam Master suite with double bed, an expansive bathroom and a walk-in
closet as well as another double bed cabin and two twin bed cabins, each with an additional Pullman, are located on the lower deck. Her powerful
engines provide a cruising speed of 23 knots and TUSCAN SUN is fitted with zero speed stabilizers to ensure smooth anchoring at all times.

Her dedicated Croatian crew has extensive knowledge of the cruising area and ensures an unforgettable holiday.
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Master cabin Master cabin

Master bathroom double cabin
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Lower deck

This document is not contractual. All specifications are given in good faith and offered for informational purposes only. The publisher and company do not
warrant or assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information and/or images displayed. Yacht
inventory, specifications and charter prices are subject to change without prior notice. None of the text and/or images used in this brochure may be
reproduced without written consent from the publisher.
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